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SUM4ARY

The purpose of this study was to investigate the prob'lems associated with the

pretreatment process of the North End Water Pollution Control Centre

(NEWPCC). The pretreatment process consists of screening, grit removal and

pre-aerati on .

This study contains recommendations that will make the pretreatment process

more efficient with increased capacity and reduced maintenance. More

maintenance is required for the pretreatment process relative to other

processes at the NEI,JPCC.

This study has several major areas of concern, they are; the mechanical bar

screens, the grit remova'l system, and the ventilation system.

The major recommendations made in this report are that:

1. Climber screens be installed in place of all four existing bar screens to

reduce maintenance requirements and Íncrease screening capacity.

2. A continuous conveyor system be installed to reduce maintenance

requ i rements .

3. The chain-and-flight grit removal system be installed in all four grit

tanks.

4. Both the grit and pre-aeration portions of the tanks should be covered to

contain and exhaust gases and aerosols from the pretreatment building.
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1.0 INTRODUCTiON

Pretreatment or preliminary treatment at the North End Water Pollution

Control Centre (NEI,JPCC) is the first step in the wastewater treatment

process (see Figure 1.1). Efficient pretreatment is important for

subsequent wastewater treatment processes.

Bar screens are used in Pretreatment, to remove'large floating or

suspended debris. Such debris consists of pieces of wood, c'loth, paper,

plastics, aluminum cans and other such items that may find their way into

the collection system. These items, if not removed will plug and/or

severely damage pumps and other mechanica'l components of the plant.

Additionally, this debris must be removed from sludge digesters should it
find its way that far into the system.

Grit tanks remove heavy inorganic solids such as sand, gravel, meta'l,

gìass, and some heavy organic solids such as coffee grounds.

The NEWPCC pretreatment process also makes use of pre-aeration to improve

the wastewater's overall treatability. Pre-aeration strips harmful

gases, such as hydrogen sulfide and promotes uniform distribution of

suspended solids to provide greater removal in the primary clarifier.
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1.1 Existing System Description

Wastewater to the NEWPCC is supplied by three main interceptor sewers.

The raw sewage enters the surge wel'1, is pumped to a discharge chamber,

and flows by gravity from the discharge chamber to the pretreatment

facilÍties and the rest of the p'lant.

The pretreatment sect,ion of the pìant consists of screeníng, grit
removal, and pre-aeration. The wastewater passes through the bar

screens, Ínto the grit and pre-aeration tanks, then over the weirs to

conduits leading to the primary clarifiers.

The NEWPCC has a mechanical bar screen preceding each of the four grit
tanks. The bar screens consist of SLmm x 9n¡n bars, with 19mm bar

spacings. Each screen is mounted on the tank inlet channe'|, which

measures 2.03m deep x 2.56m wide x 2.24n'long. Bypass openings, for use

during high flows, are located on each side of the bar screens to prevent

fìooding. The bypass weirs are 0.33 metres above normal water level.

There are four pretreatment tanks each with a grit removal and

pre-aeratìon section. Tanks are divided into two portions with a

dividing wa'll separating the treatment processes. The first 12.8 metres

is the grit remova'l portion and the next 33.2 metres is the pre-aeration

portion (see Figure 1.2).
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2 .0 P I ant Hydraul i cs

The original peak design of the grit removal and pre-aeration system

in 1963-64 was 827 l4L/d, but the addition of the screening system has

reduced the capacity. Flows exceeding the bar screen cross-sectional

area capacity wi'll bypass the screens.

Hydraulic tests were performed March 12, 1985 to determine the

capacity and the point at v¡hich the wastewater bypasses the bar

screens (see Appendix A). These are discussed in Section 2.2.

2.1 Finger l'leirs

One possible hydraulic problem was thought to be the effluent, weirs

causing rise in hydrauìic arade 1ìne, fìooding out the bar screens

thereby producing bypassing. However, calculations shown in Appendix C

reveal that the finger weirs have little or no effect on the bar

screen operation. The bar screens themselves are the problem, as wiìì

be discussed in Sections 2.2 and 3 of this report.
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2.2 Bar Screens

The bar screens at the NEÌ,IPCC are not adequate to meet the required

peak capacity of 827 l4L/d. This is discussed in detail below.

A p'lugged or partiaìly plugged bar screen will cause the sewage level

to rise upstream of the screens. If the level upstream of the bar

screens becomes too high, the sewage will bypass the screens. The

unscreened sewage spills over an overflow weir into the grit tank

(Wardrop.1985). This unscreened sewage may interfere with downstream

equipment such as pumps, valves, mechanical aerators, and digester

mixing equipment.

From the hydraulic tests conducted in March, 1985 it was determined

that sewage f'lows of 680 I'lL/d woul d be above the overfl ow I evel . Al so

concluded from the tests was that wave motion of the sewage influent

wilì cause bypassing at flows lower than 680 ML/d. It was estimated

that such bypassing begins at about 500 ML/d.

Based on the Operations Division's daily fìow data, it can be seen

that wastewater bypasses the bar screens during spring runoff and

rainstorm events. Assuming all four tanks were in operation it is

estimated that flow bypassed the bar screens approximately 13 times in

1983,29 times in 1984, and 31 times in 1985. peak raw sevrage inflow

to the plant was not recorded prior to 1983. Any bypassing is

unacceptable because the unscreened wastewater creates downstream

treatment and maintenance probìems.
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2.3 Required Capacity

Average annual f'low projections are shown in Figure 2.1. These are

based on the Plan Winnipeg Proiections and recent popu'lation

projections obtained from the City of l.linnipeg Environmental Pìanning

Department. The lower flows which are calculated from recent

Environmental Planning Department popuìation projections are

considered to be the best estimates to date. Detailed information on

population projections can be found in the Environmental P'lanning

Department report "A Cohort Survival Proiections of l,linnipeg's

Popu'l atì on 1981-2006 " .

Because it is the lilaterworks, Waste and Disposa'l Department policy

that all flows pumped wi'll receive preliminary and primary treatment,

the capacity of the pretreatment system must equal the firm pumping

capacity of 827 NlL/d. A flow of 827 l4L/d will be equivalent to 2.75 x

average annuai flow (AAF) in 1996 or 2.5 x AAF in 2005.

Therefore, recommendations contained herein are based on a peak

flow of 827 t4L/d. AddÍtionally, because the hydraulÍc capacity

of the civil works (grit and preaeration tankage) is about 827 l4L/d,

Ít is not practicaì to size related equipment beyond this flow

capaci ty.

An overali plant capacity study is proposed for the early 1990's.

Terms of reference for this study should include future requirements

and pìanning for grit removal and preaeration at the NEI.IPCC.
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3.0 Mechanical Bar Screens

There are four mechanical bar screens at the headend of the treatment

p'ìant. The bar screens are cleaned of debris by automatic rakes that

dÍscard that debris on a conveyor belt system. (See Figures 3.1,3.2

and 3.3) .

3.1 Current Operating Experience

The bar screens frequently plug causing wastewater bypassing around

the screens during the high flow periods and it is necessary to

supplernent mechanical cleaning of screens with manual cleaning. The

bar screens are known to p'lug within eight hours after manual cleaning

(Cassiram. 1985). This p'lugging reduces the screening capacity.

When the screen openings are 100 percent clear the velocity of

wastewater through the bar screens is within the upper limit of the

design range (see Table 3.1). However, if the openings in the

screen are pìugged, the velocity through the screens can be up lo 25

percent greater than the design range. A high ve'locity will

produce a very low screenings capture ratio (Borowiec, et a'|.

1984). Therefore, it is important that the NEI.IPCC rake cleaning

mechanism operates efficiently.

The bar screen rake mechanisms are cable driven. The cables stretch

over a period of time and finaily break. The frequency of cables

failing this way is approximately twice a year for each screen

( Paterson . 1985 ) .
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The 0perations Division has observed that some debris is stilì
getting past the bar screen to cause plugging of piping and pumps.

The amount of debris that, gets through can be reduced by decreasing

the width between the bars from 19mm to 13mm. Thirteen millimetre

spacing has been effective at moving debris from the wastewater at the

South End Water Pollution Control Centre . Given the current

screen design this would further reduce an already restricted

hydraulic capacity. A more efficient rake mechanism discussed in the

following sections would be necessary if the width between the bars

were decreased.

The present mechanical ban screen system produces continued

maintenance problems, which are consumptive of both time and money

(Russell. 1985). More information on the maintenance requirements of

this area is found in Section 5.0.
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MECHANiCAL BAR SCRTEN DESIGN PARAMETERS

Published Values

i. Assuming an unpìugged screen
2. Measured on Tank 2 under a controlled flow

condition (Approximate Flow = 740 l4L/d)

urear spacrng

Parameter
NEI,lPCC

Actual
Val ue

Metcal f
& Eddy EPA GLUMRB NYSDEC

Bar Size
ïfi?'fñ'rnm
Dept,h,mm

Cìear spacing
between bars,mm

Slope from
vertical, deg

Approach Velocity
t,,/ 

"

Head Loss
mm

9
51

19

0

0 .971

1002

5- 15
25-75

15-75

0-30

0.6-i.0

0-150

19-50

0.6-t.2

L6-44

0.38-0.9

19-50

0-45
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3.2 Alternative Screen Designs

Screens in sewage treatment plants or in pumping stations may be

divided into three classifications: first are the Trash racks which

have a clear opening between bars of from 40mm to 100mm. The second

is the standard mechanica'lly cleaned bar screen which has clear

openings between bars of from 13mm to 40mm. The last classification

is the fine screen which has screen openings L3mm wide or smaller.

Trash racks or coarse bar racks are often installed for protection of

comminutors. Coarse racks are also used to safeguard fine screens

from damage. The NEI,IPCC does not lend itself to the installation of

tnash racks as too many coarse solids would still pass through, un'less

the r^acks were installed in conjunction with finer screens

downstream.

The Lgmm spacing between the bars at the NEtilPCC, would put these

screens in the classification of mechanicaì'ly cleaned bar screens.

Fine screens can remove up to 25 percent of the suspended solids of

the raw sewage. They are most often used in low capacity p'lants

instead of primary treatment. Because the NEI^IPCC has adequate primary

treatment, fine screens are an unnecessary costly addition.

Therefore, the balance of this report wi'l'l focus on mechanica'l1y

cleaned bar screens.
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3.2.1. Mechanically Cleaned Bar Screens

There are many different designs for mechanically cìeaned bar screens

but they all fall within the following general three groups: cable

drive, chain drive, and rack and pinion drive. Each group name

describes how the cleaning rake is operated. The cable and chain

drive systems are the oìdest systems and are still used throughout the

world. The rack and pinion drive is the newest in bar screen

technology and is rapid'ly becoming a favorite in the industry

(Crawford, JF. 1985).

3.2.L.1.Cable Drive

The cable operated bar screen is used basically for light-duty

screening app'lications, such as seconciary screens (Borowiec, et a'l .

i984). Secondary screening facilities are defined as screening

operations not situated at the headend of the pìant, but rather

downstream either before primary settling tanks or thickeners

(Borowiec, et a'l . 1984).

The cycle begins when the rake carriage at the bottom of the screen

moves toward the bar rack, the rake engages the bar rack and begins

the cleaning of the screens. The bar screen at the bottom is angled

to enable the rake to engage the screens at the lowest possible

point. The carriage then proceeds upward cleaning the bar rack,

dumping the screenings at the top of the rack (see Figure 3.2)

(Design Notes, PWS-78).
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The cable drive system at the NEWPCC does not prevent the bar screens

from plugging. The plugging of the screens is due to the inabi'lity

of the rake mechanisms to adequately remove debris from between the

bars. Cycle time of the rake mechanism has been shortened so that

debris is removed more often but the rake mechanism is still
ineffective. Plugging of these screens creates persistent

maintenance problems. These are discussed in Section 5.2.

3 .2.I .2. Chai n Dri ve

The chain-operated mechanical bar screen has been used in wastewater

treatment p'lants for years (Borowiec, et al. 1984), and is often

used for heavy-duty conditions under the most severe flow conditions.

The design is similar to the cable drive except a chain is used in

p'lace of the cable. The chaÍns are rugged and stronger than cables

but still susceptible to breaking. These systems wear rapidly and

require extensive labour for repaÍrs and maintenance (Borowiec, et

a1.1984.).
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3.2.1.3. Rack and Pinion Drive

The rack and pinion drive uses a rake system that employs a pinion

gear which travels up and down a toothed rack. All moving parts are

kept out of the wastewater (see Figure 3.4), thus eliminating many of

the problems common to other bar screen designs. These include

corrosion and abrasion caused by grit.

The rack and pinion system has an overload device that permits the

rake to climb over obstructions which are too large to remove, in

which case an overload switch is activated, the motor stops, and an

alarm sounds. This reduces the amount of damage and necessary

maintenance done to the rake mechanism.

One modification of the rack and pinion system is a reciprocating

rake known as a climber screen. This system is so superior to all

other rake mechanisms, that many Sanitany Engineers will settle for

nothing'less for a heavy duty bar screen app'lication (Crawford, JF.

1985 ) .
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In 1984, a report titled "New York city's Experiences with

Mechanically Cleaned Bar Screens" was written by the New York City

Department of Environmental Protection and the environmental

consultant Metcalf and Eddy. The report was written because of New

York City's wastewater treatment plants' inefficient screening

facilities. The report recommended climber screens manufactured by

Infilco Degremont Inc.. Infilco Degremont have been making c'limber

screens for 20 years and these screens have been operating with

little or no maintenance required. Although there are several neb/

climber screen manufacturers, the Infilco Degremont screen is the

most popular because of positive results relative to other designs

(Crawford, Jf. 1984). In New York City, an Infilco test unit was

installed. Foltowing the successful operation of that screen'

additional screens were specified and purchased for treatment p'lants

throughout the city. There are over 2000 climber screens installed

in Europe and North America' many of which serve combined sewer

systems (Borowiec, et a'l . 1984).
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The only'lÍmiting factor of the climber screen is the headroom

requirement (screen frame height above the floor). These screens

require clearance above the bar rack equal to at least twice the

depth of the influent channel. The overhead Space can be reduced by

putting the bar screens on an incline. This slanted-bar screen

design will also increase the cross-sectional area of the screens,

thereby increasing screening capacity. There is sufficient headroom

at NEWPCC, and the suppl'iers advise they can do the modifications

required, therefore headroom would not be an installation prob'lem at

thE NEHPCC.

3.3 Pretreatment - Conveyor System

Both the grit from the tanks and the screenings from the bar screens

are transported by a system of conveyors to a storage hopper. This

system is a maior maintenance problem which is further discussed in

Section 5.3.

The conveyor beìts, for the most part, are wet and grimy because of

the moisture in the screenings and grit. This wet sticky material

accumulates on the conveyor rollers, resulting in belt slipping and

uneven wear on bel ts and rol I ers.
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The horizontal conveyor transports the debris to a vertical conveyor,

which dumps the debris into a storage hopper. The debris is

transferred from the horizontal conveyor belt to the vertical

conveyor belt via a conveyor hopper (see Figure 3.1). During the

transfer of materia'|, debris is lost because of the spilìing of

material from the conveyor hopper and because of debris remaining in

the hopper (Paterson.i9B5).

When installing the new bar screens a new conveyor system should also

be installed. The existing conveyor system is maintenance intensive.

This is discussed in detail in Section 5.3. installing the bar

screens and the conveyor system together woul d make for a more

compatible removal system than is presentìy employed.

The conveyor system for material handl ing has greatìy improved over

the years. One system which has reduced maintenance requirements is

the continuous path conveyor. In February, 1986, Denver,

Colorado "Metro One" Wastewater Treatment Plant installed a

continuous path conveyor system that was manufactured by Serpentix

Conveyor Corporation. The conveyor system has operated since that

time virtually maintenance free (Holst. 1986). A continuous path

conveyor has the ability to incline and decline steep'ly and to make

continuous horizontaì, helical, and vertical curves. The flexibility

of the conti nuous path conveyor system permi ts a si ngl e conveyor to

rep'l ace rnul ti pl e conventi onal conveyors thereby el imi nati ng

troublesome transfer points and reducing energy and maintenance costs

( see Figure 3.5) .
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Separate Bar Screen Buiìding

The concept of separating the screening facilities from the grit
removal and pre-aeration facilities has been raised several times

over the years.

A separate bar screen building would enable additional screens to be

installed when p'lant f'low surpasses the currently proposed design

flow. Once the proposed four replacement screens are insta'l1ed,

screening will be possible for sewage flows of up to gz7 ML/d.

When plant flotvs surpass 827 l4L/d, additional treatment facilities
will be necessary for all treatment processes includÍng screening,

grit remova'|, pre-aeration, primary, and secondary treatment, in

short a new supplementary treatment complex would be necessary

(wardrop/MacLaren, 1981). since the cost of the entire screen

process building and the necessary hydraulic renovations would exceed

the cost of replacing the present screens, construction of a separate

screening bui'lding is not justified at this time.

One benefit of a separate screening faciìity is that the bar screens

would be more accessible for maintenance and repair than they are

under the present system. Because lower maintenance screens are

proposed and because future expansions ane likely to preclude the

usefulness of a separate screening building, this has not been

proposed.
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4.0 Grit and Pre-Aeration Chamber

Grit has long been recognized as a probìem component in wastewater

treatment (Meunier. 1983). Because of grÍt's abrasive qualities,

it has a significant negative effect on the lifespan of pumps, va]ves

and other equipment. If grit is not setiled properly it will
accumulate Ín aeration tanks, clarifiers and digesters and will
result in loss of useable volume (EPA. i97B).

Pre-aeration improves treatability of wastewater by increasing the

dissolved oxygen in the sevJage and strippÍng off gases such as

hydrogen sulfide. The mixing motion of pre-aeration provides for a

more homogeneous sewage, which provides better solids distribution in

the primary clarifiers.

4.I Grit Removal Experience

Grit can be removed automatically or manually from the NEI,Jpcc grit
tanks. There are two different automatic grit removal systems.

These are discussed below.

The present automatic system uses a drag conveyor to convey the grit
along the bottom of the grit coìlection trough to a drain. The grit
s'lurry is then pumped through a hydrogritter, consÍsting of a

hydrocyclone and a gnit classifier. The hydrocylone removes the grit
from the s'lurry and discharges the de-gritted water back ahead of the

bar screens into the influent channel. The grit from the

hydrocyc'lone is discharged into the grit cìassifier. The classifier
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uses flushing water to wash off organic matter remaining on the

grit. The grit classifier then deposits the grit via a conveyor belt

into a hopper. From the hopper, trucks are used to dÍspose of the

grit (Wardrop/MacLaren. 1985). (See Figure 4.1 and 4.2)

In i984, a nelv removal system was installed in tank number four

because of the cont,Ínued maintenance probìems of the hydrogritter as

explained in Section 5.1. This chain-and-flight system is a

modification of the drag conveyor. It was developed by City forces

so that the hydrogritter system could be abandoned, thus eliminating

a maintenance-intensive component of the process. The

chain-and-flight scraper deposits directly onto a conveyor belt (see

Figure 4.3).

The chain-and-flight grit removal system has proved to be less labour

intensive than the hydrogritter system (Cassiram. 1985). Another

chain-and-flight, system on a second tank was installed during the

winter of 1985-86 because the reduced maintenance of the original

chain-and-flight system compared to the hydrogritter system. By the

end of the winter of 1986-87, a1ì four grit tanks will use a

chain-and-flight system for grit removal. l,lith the new

chain-and-f'light system a certain amount of maintenance will still be

required because grit removal equipment wears out faster than other

wastewater treatment plant, equipment due to the abrasive

characteristic of grit (EPA. 1978).
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Grit from the hydrogritter is often full of paper products because

the bar screens allow paper to pass through them. This paper clogs

the hydrogritter, which results in grit being passed through the

system. Eliminating bypass and improving screen capture efficiency

will reduce this problem.

4.1.1. Auger Grit Removal System

Another method of removing grit from the bottom of the grit tank is

to use a screw or auger conveyor. The motor driven screw or auger

spins on its axis, displacing the grit toward a drain as it turns.

After the grit slurry is drained from the grit tank the wastewater is

separated from the grit by a dewatering device such as a

hydrogritter. If an auger system is installed with the present

hydrogritter system the maintenance needed for the hydrogritter would

still be necessary. Therefore, the benefit of instal'ling an auger

system with a hydrogritter would be minimal compared to the present

removal system.
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A local supplier of screw conveyors inspected the gnit removal system

November 29, 1985 and recommended that an auger system shoul d not be

installed at the NEWPCC. He said that an auger system may not

decrease the maintenance problems, it could even increase them. The

mechanical seals and bearings needed for an augen system

would wear quick'ly in a grit tank (Wal ker. 1985).

4 .? Aerati on

Air is supplied to both the grit and pne-aeration sections of the

tanks. The air is gentìy (t7m3/hr-m) supplied to the grit portion,

to allow the grit to settle. The heavier particles with their

corresponding higher settling velocities drop to the bottom, whereas

the lighter organic particles are suspended and are eventua'l1y

carried out of the tank (I,JPCF. L977). If the velocity is too'low,

organic material will settle with the grit. High concentrations of

organics in the grit wiìì cause objectionable odors. Also, organics

should be carried over into primary treatment so these solids can be

proper'ly treated. Air is vigorously (32 m3/nr-m) supplied to the

pre-aeration portion to increase the dissolved oxygen of the sewage

and to release odorous, toxic and corrosive gases (Hardrop/lvlacLaren.

ie85 ) .
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Air is drawn from the intake pìenum into the blower room and then

supplied to each tank through swing arm spargers. The airflow rate

is controlled by operating the sparger valves or butterfly vaìves

GV80A, GV80B, GV78A and GV78B (See Figure 4.4).

The sparger valves for the grÍt section are partiaì1y c'losed because

less air is required than in the pre-aeration section. One common

prob'lem occurs when a tank is drained for repair and the sparger

valves are closed. When the tank is filled, often all the spargers

valves are completeìy opened or it is unsure how "much open" they

should be. This could be prevented by permanentìy setting Y-wa'l1

valves GV80A and B (see Figure 4.4) to the partially closed

position. This would reduce the confusion of the sparger valve

setti ng .

4 .2.I. Opti mi zati on

The amount of air supplied to the Grit Removal system is critical

because the velocity of roll governs the particle size of a given

specific gravity that wiìl be removed (Metcalf and Eddy. 1979). If
air is suppìied at too high a rate, grit wilì not settle. The grit

will be carried into the pre-aeration section of the tank, primary

clarifiers, and subsequently into the digesters. Also, if the air

rate is too iow, then organic matter will settle along with the grit
(Wardrop/MacLaren. 1985). Therefore, it, is important to treatment

that air supply rates be optimized.
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Air optimization tests were performed for four weeks during the

period of March 18 to Ju'ly 12, 1985. The obiective of the tests was

to determine the optimum air valve setting with respect to grit

removal efficiency. Butterfly valves GV-784 and GV-788 were adjusted

to change airflow in tanks three and four while airflow in tanks one

and two were kept constant. This was done to establish base data

against which to compare the test data. Airflow to each tank was

measured by differential pressure gauges ìocated in the blower room.

The Laboratory Services Divísion samp'led tank wastewater influent and

effluent, and grit removed from the tank. The lab ana'lyzed the

performance of the grit removal system for each air setting.

The velocity of the air-roll was determined by measuring the time a

floating obiect took to cross the grit tank (See Appendix B.).

Air-roll velocity increases with the volume of air supplied.

The tests did not determine the airflow and air-roll velocity that

would give optimum grit removal. The maior prob'lems with the tests

included lack of; "grit removal efficiency" criteria, control over

air-roll velocity and control over wastewater flow.

The literature is not consistent or even clear as to what constitutes

grit. Therefore some grit criteria should be formulated and a

testing program should be deve'loped (Topnik. 1986). This testing

program should be established by the Engineering Division in

conjunction with the Laboratory Services and 0perations Divisions.
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Table 4.1 Grit Removal and Pre-aeration Desiqn Paramete

votume Der EanK:

Grit Ouantitie- TmrÆIirñT_-

* Approximate values in the operating range
1. Average day grit removal
2. Includes scum quantitìes

aDle 4.1 urlE Kemoval ano Pre-aeraElon ueslgn Paramerers

Parameter

NEþJPCC

Actual
Val ue

Publ i shed Val ues

Metcal f
& Eddy EPA HPCF GLUMRB NYSDEC

l,lidth-depth ratio
Detention Times:

Grit tank (mins.)
Pre-aerati on
tank (mins. )

Volume per tank:

Grit Tank (m3)
P re-aerati on
Tank (m3)

Air Supply:

Grit Tank
(m3/r¡r-m)

Pre-aerati on
(m3/hr-m)

Grit Ouantities....4
(mr/1Ormr )

Transverse
Veì oci ty
-Tm7sT-

2:L

5*

40*

535

1390

L7*

32*

0.0009 1

0.6

1:1-5:L

?-5

10-45

37.s-700

9-27

24.9 -99.6

0.004-0.202

1.5 I-2zL

3-5

L6.7 -27 .9

.0075-.075

0.6-0.76

3-5

30-45

t6.6-44.6

22.3-45

.002-.09

0.3

14<--

--<59.7

0.3

0.4-1

45

6-22.3

.0075-.03
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The grit analysis varied as much with quantity of sewage flow and

quantities of grit in the raw setvage as by the airflow setting. The lack

of control over air flow t,,ras because of the inaccuracy of the butterfìy

valve as a control valve. Although the butterfly valve can regulate the

air flow, a better control valve would be a ball valve.

A future testing program should keep the wastewater flow constant in one

or two test tanks by a control weir or flume, while the other tanks

fluctuate with the change in daily fìows. Also a longer testing period

would provide for better base data and better cotnparison data for the

different seasonal sewage flows.
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5.0 P retreatment-Mai ntenance

Virtual'ly a'll wastewater treatment plants and most sewage collection

systems will expend more fiscal resources for operation, maintenance,

and repair over the lifetime of a given facility than will be

invested in initial capital costs (Epn. 1978). The pretreatment

section of the NEI,IPCC is a high maintenance area because of the

corrosive and abrasive environment. Usually three men, each putting

in an eight hour day, are required daily to satisfy the pretreatment

maintenance requirements (Russell. 1985). This labor cost is

estimated to be approximately $340 per day in 1986 doljars. This is

not uncommon as other treatment plants world-wide are also subject to

heavy maintenance in the pretreatment portion of the plant (WPCF.

1980).

5.1 Grit Removal Maintenance

One of the greatest problems of pretreatment is coping with grit

removal maintenance (EPA. 1978). This also holds true at the NEWPCC.

Hydrogritters plug with screenings that get through the bar screens

(paper, string, etc) or bypass the screens. Hydrogritters have

proven to be less efficient than the newìy installed chaÍn-and-flight

system compared with the hydrogr"itter (Cassiram. 1985). Also, the

chaÍn-and-flight system reduces the operational equipment that is

subject to frequent breakdown.
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Chain breakages have been a chronic probìem with the drag conveyor.

Drag conveyor chaÍns break at a frequency of one per tank per year

(Paterson, 1985). Notwithstanding cost, a major implication of a

chain breaking is that the entire tank must be taken out of service

for a period of at least tlvo weeks until the repair is completed.

The drag conveyor and the conveyor guides wear out because of grit

abrasion. Metal debris that has by-passed the bar screens may jam

between the drag conveyor and its guide, also causing the chain to

break. Regular inspection of chaìn links and scraper blades is

important at all times but it is especially important during runoff

and storm periods because all tanks are required to treat peak f1ows.

Several operational modifications and procedures have been used to

reduce pretreatment maintenance. 0ne method that was devised to

reduce the wear on drag conveyor chains WaS connecting sacrificial

wear p'lates to the chains. The p'ìates wear preferentially and

thereby protect the chain links from abrasion wear. It is also

important that lubrication is sprayed on the chains and other moving

parts to reduce frictional wear (Scouten, et al . 1982). The I'IEI,JPCC

maÍntenance staff lubricate the chains once every two weeks

(Russell.1985).
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5.2 Bar Screen Maintenance

The mechanical bar screens require more maintenance to keep them

operational than most other mechanisms in the treatment

p'lant (Russell. 1985). Approximate'ly one quarter of the time spent

on pretreatment maintenance is on the mechanical bar screens

(Russell.1985). The cost of this is estimated to be $85 per day.

Each bar screen has rake return cables that need to be replaced

approximately three times per year (Paterson. 1985). It is also

necessary to unpìug the bar racks several times a year. Other bar

screen maintenance problems include drive coupling repaìrs, brake

adjustments, and rake assembly adiustments. As was stated in Sect,ion

3, many of the maintenance problems are directly related to the

mechanical bar screens.

5.3 Conveyor Maintenance

As was previously discussed in Section 3.3, the pretreatment conveyor

system has some operational problems and requires continued

maintenance to keep it operating.
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The following is a list of the operational maintenance required for

the conveyor system: repair or replace conveyor belts, repìace worn

belt rollers, repair belt drives, replace belt scrapers, adjust

belts, replace belt, connectors, and remove debris frorn the conveyor

hopper.

A possible safety hazard resuìts from disposaì hoppers leaking,

leaving puddles on the floor of the truck loading area. When

designing the rep'lacement conveyor system, one consideratÍon is to
design a one hopper systern for both conveyors, which would enable the

water to drain into the truck except for periods when the truck is

hauling grit to the landfill. Additionally, the design phase should

consider a watertight hopper.

5.4 Maintenance Procedure

A routine inspection and maintenance program is necessary to prevent

equipment breakdowns that would permit objectionable solids to enter

downstream treatment processes (WPCF. 1980). Some preventative

maintenance is done for the NEWPCC pretreatment such as lubrication

and inspections, but the majority of the work appears to be breakdown

maintenance (Russell. 1985). The equipment proposed wil'l reduce

breakdown maintenance to allow more time for a preventative

maintenance program.
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There is a further probìem of a turnover of operating st'aff which

produces the necessity of continuous retraining of work crews. Many

of the staff on these crews are Assistant Operators and they have

additional duties other than maintenance (Russell. 1985). It is

recommended that the Operations Division evaluate this situation.
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6.0 Ventil ation

There are genera'l heating, ventilation, and exhaust systems for the

Grit Building that operate in coniunction with one another

continuous'ly. Exhaust fans provide positive air changes which vents

the hydrogen su'lfide gas (H2S) up the 46 metre stack (see Figure 6.1)

(Wardrop/MacLaren. 1985). The air exhausted from the stack is

dispersed into the atmosphere and odorous gases are diluted to

minimize odor nuisance.

Hydrogen sulfide is corrosive to metals, concrete, and machinery and

is also toxic to humans. Therefore, the presence of H2S in the grit

building contributes to high nraintenance needs relative to other

areas in the pìant. The Grit Building has a hydrogen sulfide

ana'lyzer and an alarm that activates when the H2S concentration is 10

ppm or greater. The threshold value for an eight hour working period

is 10 ppm (Workp'lace Safety and Health Division. 1978). t¡lhen the

aìarm is activated, workers are instructed to leave the building as

soon as possibìe. Therefore, the presence of high 'levels of H2S

restricts the amount of time that maintenance can be performed in the

grit building.
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There are four exhaust fans which work Ín coniunction with the

opening of fresh air intake louvres a'long the east wall of the

buÍlding. These ìouvres are opened to diìute H2S and assist in

ventilation. This Ís necessary when the H2S alarm is activated, to

clear the alarm before a maintenance crew can work in the buiìding.

These louvres cannot be left open in the winter because of the risk

of freezing of flushing pipes or of the grit in the removal truck.

An analysis of the HZS in the grit building was performed. This was

discussed in March, 1985 Wardrop/MacLaren report, "Odor Control at

the North End Water Pollution Control Centre". From the analysis it
was detennined that the H2S level is below L0 ppm for 88 percent of

the time. The H2S level peaks above 10 ppm between 1100 and 1500

hours and this peak can last from one to three hours. This is

critical because these peaks occur in the middle of the working day,

making maintenance unsafe during these periods without the use of

cumbersome air packs. The hydrogen sulfide concentration during

these peaks is usual'ly around 20 ppm and may reach as high as 50 ppm

( Wardrop/MacLaren . i985 ) . The hydrogen sul i fi de concentrati ons

should not peak as high since August, 1985, when Dominion Tanners

reduced sulphide levels in their plant effluent (Duchominsky. i986).

The two overhead doors for the truck loading area, are often opened

when a maintenance crew is working in the grit buiìding to provide a

greater supply of fresh air and more favourable working conditions.

However, this practice reduces the effectiveness of the odor control

stack, reduces ventilation efficiency Ín the building and contributes

to odors in residential areas surrounding the NE}.IPCC.
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Also discussed in the Wardrop/MacLaren (1985) report were methods

of reducing the hydrogen sulfide concentration. Qne method is to

cover the tanks and to exhaust the H2S up the stack. Another method

of reducing H2S concentration is to add chlorine to the raw sewage in

the surge well (Wardrop/MacLaren. i985). 0f these two methods,

covering the tanks is preferred because it would reduce the risk of

other contaminants in addition to H2S from entering the grit building

atmosphere. Some other contaminants are aerosols including

solvents, and pathogenic bacteria and viruses (Sekla, et al. 1979).

6.L Tank Covers

The main purpose of installing tank covers is to contain and exhaust

hazardous gases from the grit buiìding. These gases are hazardous

because they are toxic, corrosive to equipment and odorous to the

surroundi ng area.

The present system draws gases into inlets in the Y-wall and from the

Y-wall gases are forced up the 46m stack. l^lhen covering the tanks,

the Y-wal I exhaust system coul d be used to remove the gases trapped

under the covers. The ventilation from the Y-wall system is adequate

to remove the air supplied to the sewage by the aeration system. The

airflovl ventilation from the Y-wall is greater than the airflow

suppl i ed by the aerati on system. Furthermore, i t i s 'l 'ikely that ai r

change rates for the bui I di ng can be reduced once the tanks are

covered. This will reduce heating and venti'latÍng costs.
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Several options are available for cover material and design.

Covers made of fibreglass reÍnforced resins are used most often

because they resÍst H2S corrosion (Rigdon. 1984). Another design

consideration is that the covers are light weight so that they can be

easily removed and reduce structural considerations. Disadvantages

of the covers is the reduced ease of maÍntenance, therefore the

covers should be removable so that the swing arm spargers can be

raised for maintenance and so that regular maintenance in the tanks

can be performed. This includes bar screen repair, drag conveyor

repair and manual grit removal (clam shell bucket operation). A

backup exhaust fan should be installed for the Y-wall air removal

system to provide firm capacity.

A local structural fibreg'lass company produced a preliminary design

for the NEI.IPCC Arit tank covers (see Figure 6.2). The cost estimates

of the design are shown in Section 7.0 and funds have been budgeted

in 1987 for the works. Installation of the tank covers will be done

as first priority in the upgrading of the pretr^eatment due to worker

safety and comfort.
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7.0 Cost Estimates

The maior assumptions made in preparing the cost estimates are:

- the operating costs wi'l'l not change considerably. The energy and

power used will be similar to present operating conditions.

- maintenance costs should stay approximately the same. Maintenance

for repairing breakdowns should be decreased allowing more time

for preventative maintenance.

- the cost estimates include burdens as follows: finance-6 percent,

admÍnistration-l percent, engineering-15 percent, and

contingencies at 20 percent.

- all costs are in 1986 Canadian dollars.
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Cost estimates include materials, installation, and freight.

Articl e

Rack and Pinion

Bar Screens

Cost Incl udes Cost

- four mechanical

bar screens

- contÍnuous

conveyor system

$ 536,000.00

$ 246,000.00

Tank Covers - fibreglass covers

and the supporting

structure

- backup exhaust fan

$ 455,000.00

Chain-and-Flight - conversion of two $ 37,000.00

grit removal system grit remova'l systems

from the hydrogritter sYstem

*Major Renovations - clam shell bucket $ 312,000.00

and tracking rep'lacement

- aeration blower replacement

- coil replacement

heating and ventilation

uni ts

- repair of structural exterior

of buil ding

xThese renovations are rep'lacement and repair items.

$1,586,000.00
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8.0 Conclusions and Recommendations

8.1 Bar Screens

It is concluded that:

- the bar screens at the NEWPCC are not adequate to meet the required

peak capacity of 827 'tlL/d.

- wastewater flows begin to bypass the bar screens at approximateiy

500 ML/d.

- the mechanical bar screens are a major maintenance burden reiative to

other p'lant equipment and the performance of the bar screens is

i nadequate for both current and future p1 ant fl ows.

- debris that should be trapped on the bar screen passes through them.

- the present pretreatment conveyor system is a maior maintenance burden

relative to other equipment in the p'lant.

- the anticipated benefits of a separate bar screen building does not

warrant its construction due to long range planning considerations.
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It is recormended that:

- the mechanical bar screens at the NEI,JPCC be replaced with climber

screens.

- the spacing between the screen bars be decreased from L9mm to 13 mm.

- a continuous path conveyor system replace the present multipìe

conveyor system.

- this proposed continuous path conveyor system be installed at the same

time as the new proposed mechanical bar screens.

- the upgrading proposed for the screen system take p'lace within

the existing Grit Building.
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8.2 Grit Removal System

It is concluded that:

- the present grit remova'l process is a maintenance burden relative to

other processes at the NEWPCC.

- the recent'ly installed (1984) chain-and-flight grit remova'l system

requires less maintenance than the hydrogritter grit removal system.

- a screw conveyor (auger) grit removal system is not an

appropriate rep'lacement for the chain-and-flight system at the NEWPCC.

It is recormended that:

- the remaining two grit systems should be converted to the chain-and-

fl ight, system.

- the airflow valves GV80A and GVB0B be used to regulate the aeration in

the grit portion of the tanks.

- a testing program should be established by the Engineering Division in

conjunct,ion with Laboratory Services and Operations Divisions, to

determine the airflow and air-roll veìocity that would give optimum

grit removal.
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8.3 Pretreatment Maintenance

It is concluded that:

- maintenance for pretreatment is high'ly resource consumptive relative

to other processes at the NE!.JPCC.

- drag conveyor chain breakages have been a chronic problem.

- the hydrogritter grit removal system requires more maintenance than

the chain-and-fl ight system.

- the present mechanical bar screens and the pretreatment conveyor

system require a high degree of maintenance.

- manpower is limited for a preventative maintenance program because of

frequent breakdowns of machinery. Less maintenance intens,ive unit

process equipment would free up manpower for preventative maintenance.

- a hÍgh turnover of manpovJer which requires continuous retraining of

work crews, resulting in reduced maintenance effectiveness.
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It is recormended that:

- the chain-and-flight system be installed ín the remaining two grit

tanks.

- climber screens be installed in p'lace of all four existing bar screens

to reduce maÍntenance requirements and improve screening capacity.

- a continuous conveyor system be installed to reduce maintenance

requÍ rements.

8.4 Ventil ation

It, is concluded that:

- hydrogen sulfide is a problem in the pretreatment area.

- the hydrogen sulfide level peaks in the afternoon, restricting staff

from entering the building.

- contaminants in addition to hydrogen sulfide may include aerosols,

solvents, pathogenic bacteria and viruses.
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It is reconmended that:

- bot,h the grit and pre-aeration portions of the tanks should be covered

to contain and exhaust hazardous gases from the pretreatment bui'lding.

- the tank covers be made of reinforced fibregiass or similar material

so that they are resistant to H2S and are'light weight for easy

removal .

- buiìding ventilation rates be reviewed once the tanks are covered to

optimize energy use in heating and blower requirements.
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APPENDIX A

HYDRAULIC TESTS



Purpose:

Method:

Appendíx A - Hydraulíc Tests

To observe the hydraulÍc characteristics of the Grit Chamber.
Special consideration should be given to;
a) at what plant flow bypassing occurs.
b) the depth of flow over the effluent weirs.
c) headloss across the bar screens.

- Have all the p'lant influent go through one tank.
- Start the test at 110 ML/d and increase at intervals

of approximately 15 or 20 l4L/d.
- The elevation of the water should be measured at each change in

flow (with respect to the bar screens and weirs).
- The sewage level should be recorded when it bypasses the bar

screens.
- The test should be performed on a normally operating screen
- Velocity of the air roll in the tanks shoulo be measured.



Resul ts:

Fl ow
( ML/d )

TABLE A.1 HYDRAULIC TEST RESULTS

Water Level Measurements (mm)

Vel oci ty
Air-Rol I (m/s)

Headl oss through
Bar Screens

Depth of Fl ow

over the l,leir
Sewage Level
from Bypasses

3B

51

76

89

102

51

76

89

96

i07

76

51

32

under

under

under

I evel

25 over

A - 0.30
B - 0.70

A - 0.36
B - 0.86
A - 0.61
B - 1.14

A - 0.70
B - L.52

A - 0.91
B - 1.83

Notes:

A - across Grit tank
B - across Pre-Aeration Tank

1. Wave action produces bypassing.

2. Recommended maximum air roll velocity = 0.6 m/s for grit tanks
( EPA gui del i ne)

3. There is no established criterion for air roll velocity
in pre-aeration tanks.

2.
3.

110
T25L

130

150

L70

185



2.O

t.9

t.8

t.7

/r al

a
=

b()
o
J
l¡J

J
Jo
É.
I

É.
a

1.6

t.5

t.4

t.3

t.2

l.r

t.o

o.9

o.8

o.7

0.6

o.5

o.4

o.3

o.2

o.t

o

zr

Y?¿

MAXIMUM RECOMMENDED

FOR GRIT TANKS

ilo t30 t50

WASTEWATER FLOW PER TANK TML,/d)

A - AIR.ROLL VELOCITY ACROSS GRIT TANK
B - AIR-ROLL VELOCITY ACROSS PRE-AERATION TANK
I - NO ESTABLISHED STANDARDS FOR PRE-AERATION

NORTH END WATER POLLUTION
COHTROL CENTRE

AIR.ROLL VELOCITY VS.
WASTEWATER FLOW

Flgure A- 1



Conclusion: The foìlowing are concìuded from the results:

- Flow begÍns to bypass the bar screens at approximately t25 l{L/d
( fl ow per tank ) .

- Air-roll velocity increases with the increase of sewage fìow, as
shown in Table A.L.

- Air-roll velocity across the grit section is less than the
air-roll veìocity across the pre-aeration section. The air-roll
velocities are within the range of the standards. The aÍr-roll
velocity is discussed in more detai'l in Appendix B.

- The sewage level in the Grit Tank increases with sewage flow.
This causes bypass'ing of the bar screens.

- Headloss through the bar screens increases with sewage flow.
The headloss values recorded during this test are within the
range of pubiished standards.

- Depth of flow over the weir increases with sewage flow. The
effect of the weir hydraulically is discussed in Appendix C.

- The bar screens at the NEWPCC are not adequate to meet the
requìred peak capacity of 8?7 l{L/d.
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APPENDiX B

GRIT REMOVAL AND AIR OPTIMIZATION TTSTS

Appendix B - Grit Removal and Air OptÍmization Tests

Purpose: To determine the effect that air-roll velocity has on grit removaì.

Method: 1. The Laboratory Services Division analyzed the raw sewage influent
and effluent for percent total suspended solids (Standard Methods.
209 C. Page 96 and volatile suspended soltAs (standard Methods.209
D. Page 97). The lab also analyzed the grit removed for percent
total solids (Standard Methods 2094. Page 93), percent Total Volatile
Solids (Standard Methods 209D. Page 97), and particle size.

2. The butterfly va'lves GV-784 and GV-788 were adjusted to regulate
the airflow in tanks 3 and 4, whi'le keeping tanks L and 2 as control
tanks with a constant airflow rate (See Fìgure 4.4). Airflovr was
determined by the readings on the differential pressure gauges and
systerns head curve.

3. The velocity of the air-roll in the tanks was determined by
measuring the time a floating piece of styrofoam took to cross a grit,
tank.



March 18/85
19
20
2T
22

June 11
T2
13
t4
20
2L
25
?.6

27'28

Juìy 9

10
11
I2

Sewage
Fl ow( ML/d )

570
405
290
415
395

310
295
295
295
320
315
375
295
260
375

295
270
265
265

Surface
Vel oci ty

(M/S)

TABLE 8.1 - Grit Removal Test Results

0.82
0.76
0.61
0 .58
0.55

0.91
0.79
0.73
0.64
0.58
0.91
0.88
0.76
0.70
0.64

0 .79
0 .70
0.64
0 .58

3100
2970
2970
2675
2335

3100
3225
?820
2675
2335
2970
2970
3100
2675
2460

2970
2970
2675
2335

data are for tank 4

2L
5

26
38
46

4.1
1.3

9.4
27
19
18
8.7
6.5
4.1

31
26
L2
31

Total
Susp.
Sol Í ds
(mg/l )

TANK INFLUENT

Vo1. Susp.
Sol i ds
(mg/l )

567
365
283
193
402

473
313
268
345
312

*Fixed Suspended Solids = Total Suspended Solids -

2;
26
25
24
29
24
15

T4
13
16
L4

L67
192
185
L22
T97

282
218
195
?37
20_7

297
133
150

393
260
333
233

Fi xed
Sol i ds
(mg/l )

TANK EFFLUENT

Total
Susp.
Sol i ds
(mg/l )

400
173

9B
7L

205

191
95
73

108
105

533
240
225

833
540
627
460

583
347
332
190
41,2

288
350
?62.
328
362

Fixed
Susp.
Soì i ds
(mg/l )

180
187
223
115
212

197
237
L75
21.7

248

403
160
109

75
200

91
113
87

111
114

236
IO7

75

440
280
294
227

425
275
202

430
980
700
960

Volatile Suspended Sol ids

298
160
132

253
580
467
573

127
115

70

177
400
233
387



Results: Are shown in Table 8.1

A) Higher percentage volatile.suspended solids in the raw sewage
corresponds with less grit and more organic material.

B) The anaiysis of the grit shows that the higher the percent totalvolatiìe solids, the lower the percentage of !rit. '¡

C) The partlcle size analysis of the grit showed that, the smallerthe "% smaller than .297 mm" the bettãr. This is because material
smaller than .297 nn are not considered to be grit (grit has particle
sizes 0.2 nrn and larger).

Concl usion:

1. The data analysis did not-reveal any trends with regard to whichairflow setting or air-roll velocity results in optímum grit
removal. The lack of control over wastewater flow and airflow rate
produced anomalies in the test results.

2. Two of the four weeks were not "normal" operating conditions. Thefirst week was during spring.runoff, prodlcing high flows and ìargequantities of grit. The last week, one of the dilesters was draiñingto the grit tanks. This Íncreased the amount of õrganic material inthe sewage above normal levels.

3. 0n several testing days the Lab Technician could not enter the GritBuilding because of the high H2S levels. This created'ihol.i; in in.data.

4. A future testing program shoulcl be established by the EngineeringDivision in conjunction with the Laboratory Servì'ces ana-gperatiõnsDivisions. Established for the testing prógram should be adefinition of grit remova'l efficiency ieievãnt to the wastewaterplant operations in the city of l,finnipeg (Topnik. rgaoj.
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HYDRAULIC BACKHATER EFFECTS



Appendix C - Hydraulic Backwater Effects

It-is important to know if the overflow weir in the Grit Tank has a backwatereffect on the operation of the bar screens. Because the overflow weirs mayraise water jevels sufficiently to cause bypass at the bar screens, ft isessential to understand the backwater effeôts in the pretreatment tanks.

i) Height of flov/ over the weir

= ctl3/2Weir Formula - Q
(Booy. i979) C = weir coefficient

L = length of weîr (ft)*
H = height of flow over

wei r ( ft)
Note: If the length of the weir (L) is increased then the

head above the weir (H) is decreased, for a constant
discharge (Q). Finger weirs are theiefore preferred oyer a
shorter weir straight across the tank becauie they offer agreater weir ìength.

Weir Coefficients (C): Broad-crested I,Jeir Coefficient = 3.09
sharp-crested, l,leir Coefficient = 3.33
( Booy. 19i9 )

Because the overflow weir is partly broad-crested and partly sharp-crested, itis.necessary to interpolate to creâte one coefficient. Thii can be Oone byweighting the respectÍve coefficients using the lengths of each weir type.

*Reference uses Imperial units therefore for simplicity, imperia'l units were
used in the calculations.



length of sharp-crested weir = 51.32 ft.
length of broad-crested uJeir = 15.33 ft.
total weir length = 66.65 ft.
sharp-crested weighted coefficient -- 5_L:31_ x 3.33 = 2.56

bb.b5

broad-crested weighted coefficient = 15.33 x 3.09 = 0.71
66.65

total weighted coefficient = 2.56 +0.71
= 3.27

Weighted Formula: = Q= 3 .27H3/2L

Q = worst case = maximum discharge
= 827 l4L/d/4 tanks = 206.75 lqL/d per tank
= 84.5 cfs.

L = 66.65 ft.

Q = 3 .27 H 3/2L

84.S = 3.27 (,H3/2) 66.65

.3gg = g3¡2

( .3BB ¡2¡3= ¡1

H = 0.53 ft.



ii) Distance

Y

A

P

of backwater effect (Booy. 1979. and

vertical depth of the wastewater
tank depth pl us backwater effect
cross-sectional area of the tank
y x 30 (ft.Z) , width of tank = 30
wetted perimeter (ft.)
2y+30
hydrauì ic radi us ( ft. ) , A/p
resi stance coefficient
L.486/n R1/6 n = .0L2 = Mannings

rs4fl Rl F( tt . / sec .2 )
velocity (ft./sec.)
Q/4, Q max. = 84.5 cfs (per tank)
velocity head (ft.)
;oî'iåitnenersv 

head (rt')
friction slope

R

c

ç2
V

Y,,,N

sfave

so

AX

NEP-46 drawing)

flow ( ft. )

height, average tank depth

ft.

= y2¡ç29
= sl ope of the tank
= .003597
= AE/So-Sfave . ( ft. )

= Distance of backwater effects.
=>AX (ft. )

X

X

Y

15.53

15.20

15.0

A

465.9

456

450

coeffi c i ent

P

61.06

60 .4

60

R

7 .63

7 .55

7.5

= 15 ft.

ç2

30351

30245

30178

V

0 .181

0 .185

0 .188

u z/zs

5 .1x10-4

5.3x10-4

5.4xl0-41

E

15.53

15.20

15.0

S¡

1.41xl0-7

1.5x10-7

I . 56 x10-7

S¡ave.

1.45x107

I.L7 xL0-7

Se-S¡ave.

3x6x10-3

3.6 x10-3

AE

0.33

0 .20

AX

9t.67

55 .56

X

0

9t.67

Toral - 147.23 ft.



-Þ

INFLUENT

BYPASS

7t6.50 fr
(218'44 m)

BAR

LEVEL 736.83 fr
(224.64 m)

SCREENS

736.76 fi
224'62 m)

MAXIMUM HEIGHT
ABOVE OVERFLOW
WEIR

DISTANCE OF BACKWATER
EFFECTS

tStft

NORTH END WATEB POLLUTION
CONTROL CENTRE

BACKWATER EFFECTS OF
OVERFLOW WEIR

Flgure

EFFLUENT_->

-7t6.OO frPIB'2s m)

c-l



Concl usi on: The backwater effect distance is 147 feetfrom the weir. The length of the tankis 151 feet, therefore ihere wl-ll be no
backwater effect on the bar screens
even under maximum flow conditions.


